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Abstract
Within the Australian Further Education sector for lecturers in the IT field it is not uncommon to use vendor
based curriculum. The advantages to this approach are that students can graduate not only with a national award
(Certificate or Diploma) and also an internationally recognized vendor qualification. Furthermore, the larger
vendors supply comprehensive course materials, resources and assessment tools all of which have been
extensively tested. In effect lecturers do not have to write their own course materials. Whilst it is recognized that
lecturers may well facilitate student learning the quality of the educational outcomes is highly dependent on the
quality of the vendor based materials. In the case of the Cisco Network Academy Program (CNAP) course
materials did not provide a consistent diagrammatic representation of networking devices and protocols.
Educational theory strongly suggests that such a model is the basis of quality teaching and learning. In this study
student learning was evaluated using the State Model Diagram (SMD) method and the interpreted using the
SOLO taxonomy. The results clearly demonstrate that there are considerable advantages to using the SMD
method.
Keywords: state model diagrams, Cisco Network Academy Program, network technology education
1. Introduction
1.1 Australian education sector
Within Australia there are three education sectors – Schools, Vocational Education & Training (VET) (aka
Further Education) and Higher Education (Universities). VET sector courses typically range from Certificate
(II, III and IV) to Diploma level. Students enrolling in the VET sector typically have a strong preference for
courses requiring less theory and significantly more practical hands-on workshops. The VET sector is industry
driven at a national level and hence based on training packages that are developed and maintained by industry
specific Industry Skills Councils (ISCs) with defined development and endorsement processes. Within the IT
discipline it is not uncommon to base these national training packages on vendor based courses such as
Microsoft, Red Hat, Cisco etc. The larger vendor based courses provide extensive course materials that are also
the basis of professional training courses globally. At the institution analyzed for this paper the Certificate III
was designed to incorporate the Cisco Discovery curriculum and the Certificate IV incorporates the Cisco
Certified Network Associate (CCNA) curriculum. Hence at the successful conclusion of their course students can
graduate not only with a VET award but also an internationally recognized, industry standard award. The
prerequisite for entry to the Certificate IV is successful completion of the Certificate III. The quality of vendor
based VET qualification is therefore largely dependent on the quality of the vendor based curriculum.
1.2 Cisco Discovery Curriculum
Since its inception in 1997 the Cisco Network Academy has expanded to 9,000 institutions ranging from schools
to universities in over 170 countries. The Cisco Network Academy Program (CNAP) consists of a wide range of
globally recognized technology education courses and is considered an exemplar of best practices in blended and
online learning. It should be noted that only Cisco qualified instructors are allowed to teach on Cisco Academy
courses thereby ensuring educational quality on a global basis. The CNAP Discovery curriculum consists of a
wide range of resources that include: Instructor reference guide; Learning with Cisco Network Academy guide;
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power pooint slides; Paacket Tracer simulator; Paacket Tracer instructional guide; on-linne study material;
assessmennts etc. The Cisco
C
Certifiedd Network A
Associate (CCN
NA) is at a hhigher educatiional standard
d but
similarly inncludes extenssive course maaterials. The coourse materials are used to ssupport self-dirrected learning
g that
is facilitateed by instructoor support.
1.3 Higherr Order Learniing
The qualitty of learning can be evaluaated using a coognitive taxonoomy such as B
Bloom (Bloom
m, Engelhart, Furst,
F
Hill, & Krrathwohl, 19566), (Akamatsuu, 2007). Thee Bloom taxonnomy has bothh its advocatess and its criticss. An
alternativee, but equally valid approachh to classifyinng learning ouutcomes is the Structure of O
Observed Learrning
Outcomes (SOLO) taxxonomy with four categorry definitionss (Biggs & Collis, 1989)) – uni-structtural,
multi-strucctural; relationnal and extennded abstract. Uni-structurall and multi-sttructural are llow order learrning
outcomes allied to rote learning. Thee relational annd extended aabstract categoories represennt deep, high order
o
learning ouutcomes. Highher order learnning outcomes can be relatedd to the cognittive science cooncept of a sch
hema.
A schema is mental connstruct and schhemas are orgaanized into rellational netwoorks called schhemata (Rumellhart,
1980). Deeep understandding is definedd by schemataa in long term
m memory. Leeaning consistt of building these
mental connstructs. Ideallly course mateerial will faciliitate higher ordder learning ouutcomes by identifying relattional
patterns annd explicitly reepresent them as the basis off course materiial. How materrial is taught m
may either hand
dicap
or facilitatte learning. Inn the Cisco D
Discovery courrse material thhe function oof a switch is described usiing a
diagram aand associated text (Figure 1). Similarly the function oof a router is described usiing a diagram
m and
associatedd text (Figure 2). Whilst botth diagrams arre technical coorrect they are incomplete in that they fa
ail to
explicitly identify the relationships
r
bbetween the keey learning cooncepts. The iinterfaces on the switch are
e not
identified; neither are the PC hardwaree addresses asssociated with P
PCs; hence thee reader is left to create theirr own
cognitive m
model which could
c
be incorrrect. Furtherm
more the diagraam in figure 1 ddoes not show
w that a switch is an
OSI layer 2 device. In thhe router diagrram (figure 2) the interfaces are defined buut the MAC adddresses of the
e PCs
are again not defined. This is problematic becauuse if students are not tauught using a ccoherent relattional
knowledgee model they are highly likeely to developp their own coognitive modell that is incom
mplete, inconsiistent
and incorrrect. Accordinng to Von Glaasserfield teachhers need adeqquate models as the basis oof instruction (von
Glasersfeldd, 1982).

Figurre 1. Cisco Disscovery diagraam of a switch
Describe hhow the router keeps tract off multiple netw
works using rouuting and ARP
P tables
These matterials have beeen reproducedd by Modern Applied Sciennce with the permission of C
Cisco Systemss Inc.
COPYRIG
GHT (c) 2016 CISCO
C
SYSTE
EMS, INC. AL
LL RIGHTS R
RESERVED.
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Figurre 2. Cisco Disscovery diagraam of a router
These matterials have beeen reproducedd by Modern Applied Sciennce with the permission of C
Cisco Systemss Inc.
COPYRIG
GHT (c) 2016 CISCO
C
SYSTE
EMS, INC. AL
LL RIGHTS R
RESERVED.

F
Figure
3. Statee Model Diagram of a Switchh with addresss learning
Model Diagram
ms
1.4 State M
Maj propoosed a relationnal, diagramm
matic model caalled State Moodel Diagramss (SMDs) (Maaj & Kohli, 2004).
Significanntly the SMD method expllicitly defines relational knnowledge all in a single ddiagram. A sw
witch
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represented by the SMD
D method expplicitly showss the two inteerface protocols – Line Staatus (LS) and Line
Protocol (L
LP) contextualized accordinng to the OSI llayers (Figure 3). This diagram also expliccitly shows tha
at the
MAC addrress table is ann OSI layer 2 implementatioon that maps innterfaces to M
MAC addressess dynamically. This
single diaggram also show
ws two conneccted PCs with the associatedd MAC addressses. The IP adddresses of the
e PCs
are includeed for the purppose of testingg PING conneectivity. From this diagram iit is possible tto see that each PC
MAC addrress is associatted with an intterface mappedd by the MAC
C address table. This diagram
m can be used in the
laboratoryy when using a real switch aand PCs. The switch comm
mand switch#shhow mac-addrress-table outp
put in
this experiiment can be used to popullate an empty SMD. In effeect a single SM
MD can be used to represen
nt the
main dataa extracted froom Commandd Line Interfacce (CLI) and link this infoormation to deevice operatio
on. A
network ddiagrammaticallly modeled using SMDs caan directly linkk the concretee (the devices and connectorrs) to
the abstracct (protocols ettc.) SMDs are a diagrammattic means of teeaching as oppposed to the seequential text based
b
CLI. It is possible usingg SMDs to dem
monstrate the relationships and interactionns between neetwork devicess and
their protoocols. This is im
mportant becauuse higher ordder learning reqquires studentss to think not oonly about multiple
things butt also how thhose objects iinterrelate. A single SMD can representt the output ffrom multiple CLI
commandss and hence show
s
concurreent interactionns between different devicees and associaated protocols. In
effect SMD
Ds are designeed to assist stuudents make thhe transition tto deeper learnning e.g. from
m multi-structurral to
relational. This single diiagram of a sw
witch can be used to show dynnamic addresss learning by m
moving the two
o PCs
to differennt interfaces (F
Figure 4). Wheen student learrning has advaanced it is thenn possible to rreduce the diagram
foot print by removing the
t OSI layer mapping and the console coonnection. This single diagrram can be used to
teach: adddress learning;; flooding; forrwarding and filtering to ccreate virtual ccircuits; broaddcast and colllision
domains; memory bufffers and VLA
ANs. In effectt therefore neew knowledge is contextuualized which also
reinforces earlier learninng. The initiall State Model Diagram of a router wouldd include a m
mapping of the OSI
model. Too reduce the fooot print of thhe diagram thiis can be rem
moved but is shhould be noteed that each de
evice
contains thhree levels reppresentative off the OSI layerrs (Figure 5). T
This allows a single diagram
m to contain a fully
populated router and twoo PCs. This sinngle SMD rouuter representaation explicitlyy shows the rellationship betw
ween:
MAC adddresses; IP adddresses and thee associated innterfaces; AR
RP table and fuunctionality; ggateway IP and
d the
routing tabble. To reinforrce understandding students ccan be provideed with a topoology map (devices, IP addresses
only) whicch must be buiilt in the laboraatory. When thhe network hass been construccted students ccan extract from
m the
router configuration detaails and hence populate a blaank SMD.

Figure 4.. State Model D
Diagram of a S
Switch with PC
Cs moved to ddifferent interfaaces
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Figure 5. Staate Model Diaggram of a singlle router and tw
wo PCs

Figurre 6. State Moddel Diagram off a two routerss
d
2. Method
2.1 Particiipating Populaation
The coursee content for thhe Cisco Netw
work Discoveryy curriculum w
was analyzed too determine thhe main educattional
concepts. T
These were deetermined to bee:
•
•

B
Binary represenntation of data
PC architecturee and Operatingg Systems
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• Communication protocol concepts
• Cabling and connectors
• Ethernet LAN
• Switching
• Routing
• IP addressing
• NAT, DHCP, DNS
• TCP and UDP
• Testing
Course material was written based entirely using State Model Diagrams (SMDs). Three groups of students on
three different courses were analyzed namely;
Group 1 - Certificate III students were taught using only SMD based material instead of the Cisco Discovery
material. All instruction, workshops and assessments were based on SMD principles. At the end of the course of
instruction these students were given an overview of the Cisco Discovery curriculum.
Group 2 - Certificate III students taught using the Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA) curriculum. These
students were given an overview of State Model Diagrams
Group 3 - Certificate IV students were taught entirely based on the Cisco CCNA course material. These students
were given an overview of State Model Diagrams
2.2 Method
Volunteers from these three groups completed the same questionnaire based on a Likert scale (Strongly Agree;
Agree; Neutral; Disagree; Strongly Disagree). It was a requirement that volunteers also participate in an
interview in order to elucidate student perceptions and clarify any ambiguities. All comments were recorded.
Prior to the interview students from group 2 and 3 were given an overview of the SMD method and answered
any questions regarding its use as an educational tool. Given the need to explain the SMD method and possibly
an extensive interview there were relatively few volunteers. However for these few volunteers the objective was
to obtain as rich a perceptual perspective as possible.
3. Results
Question 1: State Model Diagrams (SMDs) can assist in understanding general networking concepts
Group 1 responses
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Question 2: State Model Diagrams can help to explain how each of the (networking) OSI layers interact.
Group 1 responses
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Question 3: State Model Diagrams are useful to help control the complexity of networking.
Group 1 responses
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Question 4: State Model Diagrams control complexity help show how network devices communicate with each
other.
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Question 5: State Model Diagrams could be used with other network protocols (OSPF, EIGRP etc.).
Group 1 responses
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Question 6: State Model Diagrams would be useful for teaching networking to students.
Group 1 responses
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2
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Group 3 responses
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Question 7: State Model Diagrams help in practical applications of routing and switching.
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Group 2 responses

Student comments
Group 3 responses

Question 8: State Model Diagram based teaching can help build your interest and/or confidence in networking.
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Question 9: If given a choice I would prefer to be taught using SMD based course materials in preference to
Cisco Discovery course material.
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Question 10: If I was taught using the SMD method I would learn more, faster and better.
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Group 1 responses
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Question 11: If I was taught using the SMD method I would better understand how network devices work.
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Question 12: Did you find the Cisco Discovery content was clear\concise in explaining networking.
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Question 13: The Cisco Discovery content helped in understanding networking and protocols.
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Student comments were as follows:
Group 1
SMD’s are more fleshed out than Discovery 1 content.
Group 2
I ran off copies of (SMD) material and actually did use it in my practical applications in Cert III.
The Cisco Discovery 1 content was quiet clear in the description of how systems work but not as effective as the
SMD in my learning. In understanding concepts the SMD was much more beneficial to my way of learning and
understanding.
The style of delivery and content (of Discovery 1) was substandard compared to SMD method.
That was first time I had been exposed to that method of learning (SMD) and I find it hugely beneficial in my
units in university studies at the moment. I apply the same concept when I am doing my mind mapping to
understand concepts in the course I am in at the moment. Definitely a method I will be taking with me to carry
on my learning throughout my university degree.
Group 3
I put down strongly agree (SMD can assist in understanding general networking principles) because I am more
of a visual person. It just lays things out a bit more precisely instead of imaging my own thing. Having a
standard to stick to is really helpful.
(SMDs) make things easier for visual thinkers and hence learn easier and better.
You start off slowly (with SMD method) and continue using the same method. Cisco constantly uses different
types of diagrams.
I prefer the SMD method because I found the Cisco material is dragged out.
I learn quicker with the (SMD) visual aids.
I found some parts of the Cisco material confusing.
The Cisco material is very thorough.
SMDs help paint a broader picture of how general networking concepts come together. SMDs do a very good job
of it.
You can clearly see in SMD how the layers 3, 2 and 1interact with MAC addresses, IP addresses and interfaces.
Yeah, it works very well.
You can clearly see the SMD shows not just each network device itself but what part each plays and how it
communicates with other devices in the network.
The SMD is very modular and flexible. You keep the base model.
For some students there might be an initial learning curve (with SMD method) that might frighten them but if
they overcome that initial hurdle it will definitely make things easier down the road.
Because SMD controls complexity and it’s got a broad picture and helps understand fundamentals I think if
students learn that, I do not know about their interest, but it will definitely build their confidence because they
know what they are doing.
I think the CCNA has some good quality teaching in it but the SMD is much more clear and concise than the
CCNA material.
The SMD gets to the chase of what is important in networking. I think a lot of the Cisco material is useful but a
lot of it is not quite as useful so to speak.
With the broad picture you get with State Model Diagram you can clearly see how each of the devices is
interconnected with one another.
The CCNA material is useful but a lot of their explanations they have isn’t the same, it’s not got a standard that
follows. So some examples they use are not the same as others while State Model Diagram is consistent in the
way that it explains networking.
It (CCNA) has helped me in understanding. It is definitely good as a starting point. Maybe the Cisco material
can work in conjunction with State Model Diagrams having the Cisco material as a starting point and then once
the students are comfortable they could use State Model Diagrams to enhance their learning.
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Group one students were taught networking principles and concepts using the State Model Diagram method but
towards the conclusion of their studies exposed to the equivalent Cisco material. Excluding question 5 on topics
these students have no knowledge, 100% of students either Strongly Agree or Agree regarding the benefits of the
SMD method. Regarding the Cisco material 100% were either Neutral or Disagree regarding its effectiveness.
Group two students were at the same Certificate III standard but all learning was based on the Cisco material. At
the start of the interview these students were given a brief overview of the SMD method. Despite the brief
explanation 100% of these students either Strongly Agree or Agree regarding the benefits of the SMD method.
Significantly this cohort was either Neutral or Strongly Disagree regarding the quality of the Cisco material.
Group three students were at the higher Certificate IV level and their learning was entirely based on Cisco
material. Again this cohort of students was given a brief introduction to the SMD method at the start of the
interviews. Excluding question 5, 100% of this cohort responded with either Strongly Agree or Agree regarding
the value of the SMD method. This group of students was at a more advanced academic level and this was
reflected in the extensive comments provided. The comments are almost entirely positive regarding the
effectiveness of using the SMD method in preference to the Cisco course materials.
4. Discussion
Clearly for this study there is only a relatively small sample size and can best be seen as a pilot study. Despite
this there is overwhelming support and agreement that the SMD method has considerable advantages in
particular that the same model is used for all networking devices and protocols. This approach allows students of
scaffold their leaning in a more efficient manner. As such, in this study, it is a preferred method for learning
networking principles and concepts. However further and more extensive work is needed.
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